
TRAILING
Trailing is the Art behind the Science and Art of Tracking. The San,
the Akamba, the Seminole, the legendary Apache Scouts who could
pick up a track like the end of a string and follow it to its source.
Stories like these seem far-fetched, until you see them with your
own eyes. Watch the Great Dance or the video of Ancestor Karoha
trailing an antelope for 8 hours, link below.

Trailing is an art where you can make advancements quickly, but it
will call upon all the patience, drive and humility you can find.

White Pine Youtube Tracking Guild

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB4If4X_M6U0hJ6PflLmmo-i

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB4If4X_M6U0hJ6PflLmmo-i


4 baseline
Demonstrate and explain the 4 baseline gait signatures, their
variations and the families of animals that utilize them.

1 medicine bundle animal
As we mentioned in the Science section, a Medicine Bundle is
made up of;

- A clear track drawing of front and rear with gait
measurements.

- Plaster castings of front and rear tracks
- A skull, hide, or bone from the animal
- A direct observation experience
- A story including native lore
- A quality Species Journal

Trailing Eval

The Trailing Eval will include 20 yds of Trailing over varied terrain. The Trailer must positively
identify the species, the gait, the stride measurement, straddle etc.

Tier 1
Present your Trailing EDC (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



CyberTracker trailing cert 1

Instructors and students should plan on attending a
CyberTracker Trailing Eval at White Pine or elsewhere around
the country. Level 1 69-79%

In the Trailing evaluation, the tracker is awarded points from
0 to 10: Not Yet Competent (0 – 6 points); Fair (7 points);
Good (8 points); Very Good (9 points); and Excellent (10
points,) in a number of applicable categories including the
ability to see subtle tracks, predict animal movement, and move stealthily. The
participant's total number of points scored are expressed as a percentage of 100.
Depending on circumstances, some indicators may not be included in the test (and
therefore not included in the score).

Tier 2
Present and demonstrate your Trailing GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



CyberTracker trailing cert 2

Instructors and students should plan on attending a
CyberTracker Trailing Eval at White Pine or elsewhere
around the country. Level 2 80-89%

Tier 3
Present and demonstrate your expanded Trailing GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and
Caching Guild)



CyberTracker trailing cert 3

Instructors and students should plan on attending a
CyberTracker Trailing Eval at White Pine or elsewhere
around the country. Level 3 90-99%

Tier 4
Present and demonstrate your Tier 4 Trailing setup. (See
Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



CyberTracker trailing cert 4

Instructors and students should plan on attending a CyberTracker
Trailing Eval at White Pine or elsewhere around the country.
Level 4 100%, (achieved without an external evaluator
present;)

Specialist
Specialist, 100% (achieved with two evaluators, one of whom is an external evaluator)

Senior Tracker
Senior Tracker 100% on both Track and Sign and Trailing

Evaluator
Become a professional Trailing Evaluator

Tier 5
Share your Quest and where you train remotely




